
From: Helen Webster
To: Planning
Subject: FW: NYM/2018/0344/NM - Keepers Cottage, Rear of Park Hall, Aislaby
Date: 29 August 2018 09:58:08
Attachments: Impact Assessment - Keepers Cottage.pdf

From: David Fairley 
Sent: 28 August 2018 17:13
To: Helen Webster
Subject: RE: NYM/2018/0344/NM - Keepers Cottage, Rear of Park Hall, Aislaby

Hi Helen

Apologies for the delay in responding, but we have been finalising tenders and costs etc.

Further to your email below, I can confirm that we will be installing a timber conservatory as indicated on the
previously attached drawings.  Please therefore ignore any references that I have made to aluminium/upvc.  We
will obviously need to agree the colour for the finish and I will propose this in due course.

I have also attached the updated impact assessment with associated drawings and structural engineers report.

We propose to commence work on Monday with a 16 week contract period taking us up to 21 December.  I am
conscious that there are a number of materials that will require your approval prior to installation.  I am meeting
with the contractor this week and we will detail out those elements in order that they can be issued for your
approval in due course.

In the meantime, I trust that the enclosed is self explanatory and confirms the material for the conservatory.

If however you need any further detail, then please let me know.

Kind regards

David Fairley MRICS. Accredited Non Domestic Energy Assessor
Partner
Building Consultancy

mailto:h.webster@northyorkmoors.org.uk
mailto:planning@northyorkmoors.org.uk
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1.1. Listed Building Consent Proposal


Application for Listed Building and Planning Consent for internal and external repairs and alterations to
Cottage together with reinstatement of conservatory and entrance canopy


1.2. Location/Heritage Asset/Listed Building


Keepers Cottage to the rear of Park Hall, Main Road, Aislaby, Whitby YO21 1SW


Grid Reference 86072 8702


The cottage stands wholly within the curtilage of Grade II Listed Park Hall


1.3. Application


Dr and Mrs Stevenson


1.4. Local Planning Authority


North York Moors National Park Authority


1.  Introduction
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This report arises out of specific instructions given by Dr and Mrs Stevenson to apply for both planning and
listed building consent for internal and external alterations together with reinstatement of a conservatory at
Keepers Cottage to the rear of Park Hall, Main Road, Aislaby.  There is no specific listing for the property
itself identified as Keepers Cottage however this is to the rear of a Grade II Listed Building being Park Hall.


2.  Preface
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The principle aim of the proposals are to improve Keepers Cottage to provide a comfortable home.  The
property has not been occupied for some years due to issues affecting the floors, the stairs and the inside
faces of the external walls.


The aim of the works is to reintroduce various features where they existed previously including, a
conservatory in place of the previous greenhouse and a useable wash house incorporating WC facility, and
within the dwelling to enhance the features where some of the original character and quality of the building
has been diminished.


Keepers Cottage was originally used as a gardener’s cottage and store for many years.  During its period
of use, various sections fell into disrepair including a former greenhouse which is to be reconstructed in a
similar manner but utilised as a conservatory.  The aim is to provide a cottage with a good standard of
accommodation but still to retain the vernacular architectural quality of the original dwelling


3.  Proposed Development
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The premises are in the grounds of a Grade II Listed Building detailed as follows:-


NZ8608 Aislaby Main Road (south side) 17/22 No 11 (Park Hall) 6.10.69 (Formerly Listed as Park Hall) –
II House, early C19 with extensions and alterations.  Stone with slate roof, coped gable ends and stone
chimneys and antefixae.  Two Storeys, 2 windows in main block with long domestic wing to east.  Sash
windows with glazing bars.  Garden front has 2 first floor windows in eared architraves; and 2 late C19
square bays below.  Entrance on west front in one storey extension to south of full height canted stone bay
with hipped roof and stone bracketed eaves.  Windows also have eared architraves and bracketed sills.


This application relates to a cottage which sits within the grounds of the above mentioned listed building.
Works are also proposed to repair a number of the adjacent traditional coursed sandstone boundary
features due to structural damage from trees.  A separate notice has been made in respect of the trees in
close proximity.


Park Hall and all of its curtilage including Keepers Cottage was acquired by the applicant 3 years ago.


It is known that Keepers Cottage was last occupied as a separate free standing dwelling in 1962.  Since
the property was last used as a separate dwelling unit is has continued to be used as part of the residential
use of Park Hall as a family home.  It continues to be used for domestic storage purposes eg furniture and
some gardening equipment together with books, packing cases and crockery etc.


Throughout the period of 1962 to the present day the property has been repaired and kept water tight.  The
building has remained secure and locked having the benefit of a new roof that was installed sometime in
around 1985 when the original roof experienced problems.


It is known that the property always had a kitchen and WC.  The bathroom facility was limited to a tin bath
on a hook which was kept in the attached outbuilding at the rear of Keepers Cottage.  It is now understood
that this room, now used as a store, was originally the wash house utilised for bathing purposes.  The WC
is off this room in a separate cubicle section.  Mains water, drainage and electricity were all connected to
the premises at that time and there is also use of the adjacent well.  The garden area to the rear was
maintained as part of the curtilage of this dwelling.  At the present time, the only service connected is
drainage.


Water and electricity were known to have been connected in 2007-2008 and it was felt that there was a
possible third party risk maintaining those connections therefore they were made safe.


The vehicular access to Keepers Cottage has been maintained by the application.  This is a tarmac surfaced
driveway which has been wholly maintained in a good useable order.


The dwelling is not registered for council tax but is included in the curtilage of Park Hall as part of its council
tax banding.


4.  The Listed Building/Heritage Asset
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On the basis of the above point it is considered that no consent for the use of the building for residential
purposes is required.  It was the applicant and his family’s intention that the building would always be
maintained in good order so that it can be used for residential/domestic purposes.  The property has been
maintained as such, the works to the roof being proof of this and since the dwelling was last occupied
permanently it has been used consistently for residential purposes within interruption.
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The drawings provided with the application clearly set out the proposals together with extensive
specification notes both internally and externally.


During a part application for the property there was significant design input from the North York Moors
National Park.  This included involvement from both planning officers and members of the Conservation
team.  The details discussed and agreed at that time have been retained on the plans.


It is proposed that the external fenestration detailing will remain as existing but incorporate traditional good
quality materials with slimlite double glazed units provided.  There are numerous improvements including
the reinstatement of a chimney to the east gable, as this has been previously removed at some point in the
past.  There are a number of vulnerable points to the building such as on the east gable where it is proposed
to introduce some strengthening to the structure to ensure its continued stability.  There are no major points
in terms of the integrity of the building but incorporating some strengthening at this stage will be of benefit
to the listed asset going forward.


The details of the works proposed both internally and externally also include the provision of new lintels
concealed behind the existing stone details, again to preserve the appearance of the building but to
introduce some additional strength.


The overall current condition of the property is fair for a structure that has been utilised as part of the
residential occupation of Park Hall as a whole.  The proposals will enable the building to be utilised for
comfortable living accommodation ensuring that other statutory requirements such as building regulations
are also satisfied with improved insulation levels and modern safe services.


Detailed on the proposals is the reconstruction of the boundary wall that lies to the north west corner. Of
the property.  The wall is 450mm thick and a free standing masonry structure.  The full construction detailing
in terms of its foundations are unknown but this type of wall is usually set on slightly wider stones at a
modest depth just below external ground levels.  The wall meets the gable of Keepers Cottage with a simple
butt joint then stretches towards the principle highway in a northerly direction.  Attached herewith is a copy
of the original structural engineers report in respect of the garden wall that was undertaken by Richard Agar
Associated Limited in 2008 (appendix 1).  As a Chartered Building Surveyor I have reassessed the condition
of the wall and this is found to be very similar at the present time to Mr Richard Agar’s findings with only
slight further deterioration and additional growth of the trees due to the 7 years that have elapsed since.


The conclusions from the initial structural engineer’s report is that a 7m length of the wall adjacent Keepers
Cottage is to be carefully dismantled following removal of the adjacent substantial Sycamore trees and root
systems.  The wall was then to be reconstructed on new concrete strip footing at around 900mm in depth
with 50mm polystyrene roof protection placed on both sides.


Further to the above, we have commissioned a further report and specification from Maughan Reynolds for
the work that is necessary to repair and reinstate the wall, leaving it structurally stable.


5. Development Management and Appraisal
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The proposed detail differs slightly from the initial report, albeit that the conclusion and detailing are broadly
similar and will require a new foundation with heave protection.  The relevant information is included within
Appendix 2.


The works to the wall are indicated on the attached sketches, however the removal of the trees has been
dealt with under a separate notice.  Prior to any works being undertaken to the boundary wall, photographs
of both sides of the wall to be dismantled with the stones numbered will be produced.  The wall will then be
re-erected in the same order and any replacement stones annotated.  Following advice from the North York
Moors National Park the stones will be numbered as shown on the photographs/drawings and carefully laid
out in order to ensure re-erection creates the same aesthetic as the wall taken down.  It is also appreciated
that any replacement stones must match the existing in all respects including hand tooled dressings and
their proportions.  It is proposed that the mortar mix used for reconstructing the wall shall be a full lime
mortar mix of 1.21/2 lime, sand (sand mix 50% sieved sharp sand and 50% builders sand) with a slightly
recessed bagged finish.


Throughout the construction period it is proposed to use traditional methods of construction and repair
wherever possible in order to retain the inherent vernacular character of this small dwelling.  Undoubtedly
there will be further interaction with the Conservation officers at the North York Moors National Park to
ensure that repairs are carried out to the best of standards in line with modern day conservation practices.
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Planning (Listed Buildings in Conservation Areas Act 1990)


The subject application falls to be determined under the Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas
(Act 1990).  Under this Act decisions on applications for Listed Building Consent are dealt with at Part 1,
Chapter 2 of the Act and more specifically at Section 16 which states;


“16 Decision on application -


Item 1 Subject to the previous provisions of this part, the Local Planning Authority or, as the case may be,
the Secretary of State may grant or refuse an application for Listed Building Consent and, if they grant
consent, may grant it subject to conditions.


Item 2 – In considering whether to grant Listed Building Consent for any works the Local Planning Authority
or the Secretary of State should have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its
setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.


Item 3 Any Listed Building Consent shall (except in so far as it otherwise provides) endure for the benefit
of the building and of all the persons for the time being interested in it”


Subsection (2) is the key to this act in terms of this application as it sets out what the decision maker should
consider when determining whether or not to grant Listed Building Consent.  This states the following:-


“the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic
interests which is possesses.”


This application relates to items of improvement, repair together and re-establishing previous features.  The
proposals put forward will help in preserving the building and the adjacent boundary structures for the long
term.  This is not only to the benefit of the listed asset itself but also the wider conservation area and the
village of Aislaby.


National Planning Policy Framework


The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) promotes the conservation and enhancement of Heritage
Assets and the historic environment for the enjoyment of the wider public and the contribution they bring to
the wider environment.  It is recognised that Heritage Assets are an irreplaceable resource and they should
be conserved in a manor appropriate to their significance.  Under paragraph 134 there is reference to
instances where the development would lead to “less than substantial harm” to the assets and states “where
a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated Heritage
Asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal, including securing its optimal
viable use”.


6. Planning Policy Items
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The proposal will create modern comfortable living accommodation bringing a building back into full use
and also safeguarding its long term stability and condition.  The proposals set out are concluded to be far
less than substantial harm and going forward will be of benefit to both the cottage itself and also the Listed
Asset of Park Hall and any future occupants.  Rather than just been “less than substantial harm” they are
actually of “substantial benefit.”  The optimal viable use of the subject dwelling is for it to continue to be
residential.


The Development Plan


The Development Plan for the North York Moors National Park is established through the core Strategy
and Development Plan Document which was adopted on the 13th November 2008.  Within the Development
Plan there are 2 principle policies that bear relevance to the subject Listed Building Consent Application.
These are Core Policy G and Development Policy 5.


Core Policy G – Landscape, design and Historic Assets states:-


“the landscape, Historic Assets and cultural heritage of the North York Moors will be conserved and
enhanced.  Particular protection will be given to those elements which contribute to the character and the
setting of Listed Buildings.”


Development policy 5 refers specifically to listed building and states “proposals for the alteration, extension
or change of use of a Listed Building or the construction of any structure within its curtilage will only be
permitted where they will not have an unacceptable impact on the special historic or architectural interest
of the building.  Any development which would have an unacceptable impact on setting of a Listed Building
will not be permitted.”


Paragraph 7.17 states “whilst often the best use of a Listed Building will be that for which it was originally
built, the Authority recognises that ensuring its continued upkeep and active use will at times require it to
accommodate change.”  No change in use is proposed however the alterations will help ensure the cottage
is actively used and kept in good condition for many years to come.
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The proposals set out in this application will safe guard the cottage and boundary features, whilst also
providing comfortable living accommodation.  The plans and proposed specification in no way prejudice
the setting of the Grade II Listed Park Hall which is a high quality listed building.  They seek to enhance the
existing cottage and compliment Park Hall itself.


Where changes and modifications have been proposed, they are of the type that is in keeping with the
historic and architectural character, setting and appearance of the building.  Items such as conservatory
are reinstatements of past features as opposed to new additions.


The scheme is not only to the benefit of Park Hall but also the village of Aislaby.  Seeing the cottage brought
back into good repair and being used for its optimal viable use, will enhance the feature within the
conservation area.  The proposals are certainly far less than substantial harm to a listed asset and are in
reality, of significant benefit to a listed asset and the wider landscape.


Overall the works proposed satisfy all local area planning policies together with the National Planning Policy
Framework which seeks to enhance heritage assets for the enjoyment of the wider public and the
contribution they bring to the environment.


7. Conclusion
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Appendix 1 – Structural Appraisal
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Appendix 2 – Wall Details
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Appendix 3 – Sanderson Weatherall Drawings
Engineers Report
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WC


Conservatory
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Dining Room


14 m²
Living Area
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Kitchen
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Remove all existing floors to dwelling and
out house. Yorkstone paving to match
existing bedded on mortar on 100mm
concrete slab with 30mm A142 mesh top
cover, on separation layer on 60mm
Kingspan Kooltherm K103 Floor Board on
1200 gauge DPM on 25mm sand blinding.
Overall floor construction to achieve a U-
value of 0.22w/sqmk


Existing timber floorboards
carefully lifted. 100mm
Kingspan Kooltherm K103
Floor Boards laid between
Joists. Make good floor.
Overall floor construction to
achieve a U-value of
0.22w/sqmk


Existing boundary wall - This section
of stone walling to be carefully taken
down and reconstructed in line with
the Engineers recommendations.


Remove existing door
and frame, set in new
frame and provide a
traditional boarded front
door to match existing


Existing fireplace and
grate to be replaced


Existing lath and plaster
ceiling to be retained and
repaired.


New rear door – new
rear door opening
formed (see elevation)


carefully remove, clean
down and treat for fungal
and insect attack and
replace in position after
completion of new ground
floor works using as much
of the original timbers as
possible.


Position of new combi
wall mounted boiler in
store room. New Flue
outlet from combi-boiler


Staircase, cladding and
balustrading to be retained as
existing and refurbished
retaining as much of the
original timbers as possible.


Boiler
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Block up existing doorway with wall consisting of
100mm coursed local stone external leaf with
100mm lightweight blockwork inner leaf. 100mm
cavity with 50mm Kingspan Kooltherm K108
Cavity Board and 50mm clear residual cavity.
Internal face to be finished with  12.5mm
plasterboard on Dot and Dabs. To recieve a
3mm skim coat, one coat mist and two coats
durable matt emulsion. Overall wall construction
to achieve a U-value of 0.22w/sqmk
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match existing on 25mm
sand blinding on separation
layer


Reform existing
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to fully support existing
wall above.


Existing fireplace and
grate to be retained
and repaired
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Units
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reuse existing
timber panelling


Plastered finish to
internal walls of the
WC
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Park Hall, Aislaby


Keepers cottage, Ground floor, as
proposed


LGa DFa


TENDER
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Keepers Cottage, ground floor, as proposed


Internal Works to Walls
Remove all existing render and lime wash finishes from the walls. Take
down all areas of loose or damaged masonry reconstructed in brick or
stone as appropriate and fully bond back into the wall.  Fracture
cracks between gable walls, elevations and internal cross walls are to
be fully bonded together.  Existing joists and purlins are to be re-
packed to ensure adequate support.


All inner surfaces of walls of the main property to be finished in lime
plaster in accordance with traditional mixes and current
recommendations.  Lime to be built up in a sequence of reducing
strengths. Exposed walls in conservatory to be retained, repointed and
cleaned.


New internal doors
New ledged and braced internal doors are to be provided throughout
(to replicate the retained door in the sitting room) all doors to have
Suffolk latches.


Electrical Works
Remove all existing wiring and fittings from the property.
A new separate electricity supply is to be provided and the property
rewired in accordance with current BS7671 requirements and
recommendations (see electrical layout for details and specifications).


Mechanical Works
Remove all existing pipework and installations from the property.  A
new separate mains water supply is to be provided.  Heating and hot
water supply is to be provided.  Heating and hot water supply is to be
provided by an oil fired balanced flue boiler.  A new oil storage tank is
to be located to the rear of the building capable of being filled from the
highway (see mechanical layout dwg for details and specifications).


01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Door NE Elevation Removed LGa 25/05/18
04 - Living/Kitchen updated LGa 14/06/18
05 - Conservatory updated LGa 28/06/18
06 - Floor build-up updated LGa 28/06/18







23 m²
Bedroom


13 m²
Bedroom 2


6 m²
Bathroom


5 m²
Hall


A


500-06


A


500-06


B


500-07


B


500-07


C


500-07
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Existing fireplace and grate
to be retained and restored.


Existing exposed floor joists are generally to be retained.  All
joists are to be inspected and rotten sections/end are to be
renewed with matching spliced timbers.  All joists are to be made
secure into external walls with MS galvanised straps and to have
a minimum of 100mm of good bearing 2no joists parallel to
gables to be nagged and strapped to masonry at 900mm.  c/c.  All
straps to be built into walls as directed by CA.  Original floor
boarding is to be retained where ever possible and any rotten
sections replaced with matching new boards.  Living room ceiling
strip all lime wash/point from joists and underside of floorboards.


Remove all existing wiring and fittings from
the property. A new separate electricity
supply is to be provided and the property
rewired in accordance with current BS7671
requirements and recommendations (see
electrical layout for details and
specifications).


12
2


99
5


12
2


18
50


10
0


122
1600 550


910


910 100


New velux CK04
conservation roof
window, 550mm x
980mm with single
glazing bar


New British Gypsum GypWall classic
consisting of 2 layers of 12.5mm gyproc
wallboard either side of gypframe 70 S 50
C Studs with 25mm Isover Acoustic
partition roll in the void. Wall to be finished
with 3mm skim finish and to receive 1
coat mist and 2 coats scrubbable matt
emulsion


Windows and door to be in high
performance Slimlite Double Glazed Unit,
softwood frames with hardwood cills.  All
frames to be completely factory finished in
gloss finish white.


The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Keepers Cottage, first floor, as proposed


01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03- Bathroom Updated LGa 14/06/18
04- Conservatory Updated LGa 28/06/18


Internal Works to Walls
Remove all existing render and lime wash finishes from the walls. Take
down all areas of loose or damaged masonry reconstructed in brick or
stone as appropriate and fully bond back into the wall.  Fracture
cracks between gable walls, elevations and internal cross walls are to
be fully bonded together.  Existing joists and purlins are to be re-
packed to ensure adequate support.


All inner surfaces of walls of the main property to be finished in lime
plaster in accordance with traditional mixes and current
recommendations.  Lime to be built up in a sequence of reducing
strengths. Exposed walls in conservatory to be retained, repointed and
cleaned.


New internal doors
New ledged and braced internal doors are to be provided throughout
(to replicate the retained door in the sitting room) all doors to have
Suffolk latches.


Electrical Works
Remove all existing wiring and fittings from the property.
A new separate electricity supply is to be provided and the property
rewired in accordance with current BS7671 requirements and
recommendations (see electrical layout for details and specifications).


Mechanical Works
Remove all existing pipework and installations from the property.  A
new separate mains water supply is to be provided.  Heating and hot
water supply is to be provided.  Heating and hot water supply is to be
provided by an oil fired balanced flue boiler.  A new oil storage tank is
to be located to the rear of the building capable of being filled from the
highway (see mechanical layout dwg for details and specifications).
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500-06


A


500-06


B


500-07


B


500-07


C


500-07


C


500-07


New velux CK04 conservation
roof window, 550mm x 980mm
with single glazing bar


Clear all debris from roofs
and replace any cracked or
broken tiles.


Strip off existing rainwater goods and
replace with cast iron rainwater goods
fixed with gutter spikes, finished in
black.


Remove upper gable coping stones to east gable
and rebuild chimney to match that at the west
gable connecting the 2 flues.  Line flue from
ground floor dining room range fire place and
prepare for class 1 appliance.


Repoint existing chimney on west
gable and re-bed pots.  Reline flue to
ground floor.


Fix new lead flashing to
both chimneys


New proprietry conservatory, double
glazed


2930


64
0


New vent to first floor
bathroom


The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Keepers cottage, roof plan, as proposed


01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Conservatory updated LGa 28/06/18







Ground Floor
0


Existing Roof Plan
6100


First Floor cottage
2400


Remove existing rotten roof structure
completely and salvage all re-usable clay
pan tiles.  Construct new roof of cut
softwood.  Rafter with centre purlin,
breathable felt counter battens, battens
and replace original tiles plus additional
(off site) salvaged material.


Remove brickwork sealing window and
provide new window.


Provide new frame a ledged and framed
door with toughened glass double glazed
viewing panel to achieve a centre pane U-
value of 1.8W/sqm.K


Reduce existing external ground levels
adjacent to the building to be a minimum of
150mm below finished floor levels.


New bathroom roof light.  Roof light co
consideration type ref CR-1.


Clear all debris from roofs and replace any
cracked or broken tiles.


Strip off existing rainwater goods and
replace with cast iron rainwater goods
fixed with gutter spikes, finished in black.


New Flue outlet from combi-boiler


New vent to first floor bathroom


Ground Floor
0


First Floor
3300


Existing Roof Plan
6100


First Floor cottage
2400 Provide new supporting galvanised MS angle lintel


behind existing fractured stone lintel


Remove upper gable coping stones to east gable and
rebuild chimney to match that at the west gable
connecting the 2 flues.  Line flue from ground floor
dining room range fire place and prepare for class 1
appliance.


Repoint existing chimney on west gable and
re-bed pots.  Reline flue to ground floor.


Fix new lead flashing to both chimneys


Windows and door to be in high performance
Double Glazed Units, softwood frames with
hardwood cills. Fenestration to match existing


Plinth wall with shaped stone cill to be of cavity
construction with two leaves of 100mm coursed local
stone to match existing dwelling.


Remove existing timber lintel and replace in stone to
outside face (to match adjacent GF windows) repair
lime render to reveals


Glazed door framed and constructed of toughened
glass double glazed unit.


Remove existing door and frame, set in new frame
and provide a traditional boarded front door to
match existing


The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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 1 : 100
Keepers cottage, north-west elevation, as proposed


 1 : 100
Keepers cottage, south-east elevation, as proposed


01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Conservatory updated LGa 28/06/18


External to main outside walls
Rake out all mortar joints, wash with water and refill and repoint with
recessed, bagged joints. Works of pointing, filling and bedding to be
undertaken in a lime mortar mix of 1; 2 1/2 (lime; sand( sand mix of
50% sieved sharp sand and 50% builder's sand) with a slightly
recessed bagged finish.


Window Frames
Remove all existing window frames and replace with new high
performance side hung casement frames (see elevations for design)
constructed in treated selected softwood with hardwood cills. Slimlite
double glazed unit to achieve a centre pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K.
All frames to be primed and undercoated to recieve final coat on site.
Catches to be (minimum) two point espagnolette type with lockable
handles to all opening lights.  Hinges to be reflex friction stays.







Ground Floor
0


First Floor
3300


Existing Roof Plan
6100


First Floor cottage
2400


Remove climbing plant, strip off old
greenhouse roof and flashings and replace
and repoint to match existing. Provide new
stone lintel over window to match existing
and rebuild loose stone work around
window.


Carry out remedial work to North east
again to provide bond between east
and north walls, re-bed existing stones
and use new stone where necessary.
Walls to be tied together using stainless
steel rods bedded into the mortar joints
where appropriate.


Windows and door to be in high
performance Double Glazed Units,
softwood frames with hardwood cills.
Fenestration to match existing


Plinth wall with shaped stone cill to be of
cavity construction with two leaves of
100mm coursed local stone to match
existing dwelling.  Glazed roof to be
constructed with proprietary lead covered
bars


Block up existing doorway with wall consisting
of 100mm coursed local stone external leaf
with 100mm lightweight blockwork inner leaf.
100mm cavity with 50mm Kingspan Kooltherm
K108 Cavity Board and 50mm clear residual
cavity. Internal face to be finished with
12.5mm plasterboard on Dot and Dabs. To
recieve a 3mm skim coat, one coat mist and
two coats durable matt emulsion. Overall wall
construction to achieve a U-value of
0.22w/sqmk


Ground Floor
0


First Floor
3300


Existing Roof Plan
6100


First Floor cottage
2400


Remove existing ivy and kill roots.  Clear
debris from base of wall and provide drain
away from existing channel to discharge
paint near gate to allow water to run
away from structure.


Re-bed existing copings using lime mortar
on full width horizontal damp proof
membrane.  Provide lead soakers and
flashings to extend down into the bowl of
adjacent pantiles.


The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Keepers cottage, north-east elevation, as proposed


 1 : 100
Keepers cottage, south-west elevation, as proposed


01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Door NE Elevation Removed LGa 25/05/18
04 - Convervatory updated LGa 28/06/18


External to main outside walls
Rake out all mortar joints, wash with water and refill and repoint
with recessed, bagged joints. Works of pointing, filling and bedding
to be undertaken in a lime mortar mix of 1; 2 1/2 (lime; sand( sand
mix of 50% sieved sharp sand and 50% builder's sand) with a
slightly recessed bagged finish.


Window Frames
Remove all existing window frames and replace with new high
performance side hung casement frames (see elevations for
design) constructed in treated selected softwood with hardwood
cills. Slimlite double glazed unit to achieve a centre pane U-value of
1.8W/sqm.K. All frames to be primed and undercoated to recieve
final coat on site. Catches to be (minimum) two point espagnolette
type with lockable handles to all opening lights.  Hinges to be
reflex friction stays.







Ground Floor
0


First Floor
3300


Existing Roof Plan
6100


First Floor cottage
2400


75mm Kingspan Kooltherm K107 Pitched Roof Board partially
filling space between rafters. 52.5mm Kingspan Kooltherm
K118 Insulated Plasterboard fixed under rafters. to recieve a
3mm skim coat, one coat mist and two coats durable matt
emulsion. Overall roof construction to achieve a U-value of
0.18w/sqmk


Yorkstone paving to match existing bedded on mortar on
100mm concrete slab with 30mm A142 mesh top cover,
on separation layer on 60mm Kingspan Kooltherm K103
Floor Board on 1200 gauge DPM on 25mm sand blinding.
Overall floor construction to achieve a U-value of
0.22w/sqmk


Provide new 175x50mm ceiling tile collar joists plated and
belted to all existing rafters.  All existing purlins to be
doubled up with 200x50mm timbers bolted to the originals.
Existing wall plates are to be strapped to walls at 1200mm.
c/c.    All roof timbers are to be treated against fungal and
insect attack before enclosure.  All new structural timbers
are to be SG3 grade or similar and treated against fungal
or insect attack before installation.


New British Gypsum GypWall classic consisting of 2 layers
of 12.5mm gyproc wallboard either side of gypframe 70 S
50 C Studs with 25mm Isover Acoustic partition roll in the
void. Wall to be finished with 3mm skim finish and to
recieve 1 coat mist and 2 coats scrubbable matt emulsion


New velux CK04 conservation roof window, 550mm x 980mm
with single glazing bar


New vent to first floor bathroom


Strip off existing rainwater goods and replace with cast iron
rainwater goods fixed with gutter spikes, finished in black.


The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Keepers Cottage, Section A/a, as proposed


Internal Works to Walls
Remove all existing loose render and lime wash finishes from the
walls. Take down all areas of loose or damaged masonry
reconstructed in brick or stone as appropriate and fully bond back into
the wall.  Fracture cracks between gable walls, elevations and
internal cross walls are to be fully bonded together.  Existing joists
and purlins are to be re-packed to ensure adequate support.


All inner surfaces of walls to be finished in lime plaster in accordance
with traditional mixes and current recommendations.  Lime to be built
up in a sequence of reducing strengths.


New internal doors
New framed, ledged and braced internal doors are to be provided
throughout (to replicate the retained door in the sitting room) all doors
to have Suffolk latches.


Window Frames
Remove all existing window frames and replace with new high
performance side hung casement frames (see elevations for design)
constructed in treated selected softwood with hardwood cills. Slimlite
double glazed unit to achieve a centre pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K.
All frames to be primed and undercoated to recieve final coat on site.
Catches to be (minimum) two point espagnolette type with lockable
handles to all opening lights.  Hinges to be reflex friction stays.


Carefully remove and retain all existing window hinges, cill boards
and window seats and replace using new material to replicate the
original construction where necessary.  All windows to have molded
architraves to match existing.


01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Existing roof structure updated LGa 18/06/18
04 - Floor build-up updated LGa 28/06/18







Ground Floor
0


First Floor
3300


First Floor cottage
2400


C


500-07


C


500-07


C
500-08


A
500-08


B
500-08


Plinth wall consisting of 100mm coursed local stone external
leaf with 100mm lightweight blockwork inner leaf. 100mm
cavity with 50mm Kingspan Kooltherm K108 Cavity Board
and 50mm clear residual cavity. Internal face to be finished
with  12.5mm plasterboard on Dot and Dabs. To recieve a
3mm skim coat, one coat mist and two coats durable matt
emulsion. Overall wall construction to achieve a U-value of
0.22w/sqmk


Yorkstone paving to match existing bedded on mortar on
100mm concrete slab with 30mm A142 mesh top cover, on
separation layer on 60mm Kingspan Kooltherm K103 Floor
Board on 1200 gauge DPM on 25mm sand blinding. Overall
floor construction to achieve a U-value of 0.22w/sqmk


75mm Kingspan Kooltherm K107 Pitched Roof Board
partially filling space between rafters. 52.5mm Kingspan
Kooltherm K118 Insulated Plasterboard fixed under
rafters. to recieve a 3mm skim coat, one coat mist and
two coats durable matt emulsion. Overall roof construction
to achieve a U-value of 0.18w/sqmk


New proprietry conservatory, double glazed.


Provide new 175x50mm ceiling tile collar joists
plated and belted to all existing rafters.  All existing
purlins to be doubled up with 200x50mm timbers
bolted to the originals.  Existing wall plates are to be
strapped to walls at 1200mm.  c/c.    All roof timbers
are to be treated against fungal and insect attack
before enclosure.  All new structural timbers are to
be SG3 grade or similar and treated against fungal
or insect attack before installation.


Strip off existing rainwater goods and replace with cast
iron rainwater goods fixed with gutter spikes, finished in
black.


Ground Floor
0


First Floor
3300


First Floor cottage
2400


B


500-07


B


500-07


D
500-08


Plinth wall consisting of 100mm coursed local stone external
leaf with 100mm lightweight blockwork inner leaf. 100mm
cavity with 50mm Kingspan Kooltherm K108 Cavity Board
and 50mm clear residual cavity. Internal face to be finished
with  12.5mm plasterboard on Dot and Dabs. To recieve a
3mm skim coat, one coat mist and two coats durable matt
emulsion. Overall wall construction to achieve a U-value of
0.22w/sqmk


Yorkstone paving to match existing bedded on mortar on
100mm concrete slab with 30mm A142 mesh top cover, on
separation layer on 60mm Kingspan Kooltherm K103 Floor
Board on 1200 gauge DPM on 25mm sand blinding. Overall
floor construction to achieve a U-value of 0.22w/sqmk


New proprietry conservatory, double glazed.


Form new opening in wall 2110mm above FFL, provide
lintels/steelwork to fully support existing wall above.


The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Keepers Cottage, Section B/b, as proposed


 1 : 50
Keepers Cottage, Section C/c, as proposed


01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Conservatory updated LGa 28/06/18
04 - Floor build-up updated LGa 28/06/18


Internal Works to Walls
Remove all existing loose render and lime wash finishes from the
walls. Take down all areas of loose or damaged masonry
reconstructed in brick or stone as appropriate and fully bond back into
the wall.  Fracture cracks between gable walls, elevations and
internal cross walls are to be fully bonded together.  Existing joists
and purlins are to be re-packed to ensure adequate support.


All inner surfaces of walls to be finished in lime plaster in accordance
with traditional mixes and current recommendations.  Lime to be built
up in a sequence of reducing strengths.


New internal doors
New framed, ledged and braced internal doors are to be provided
throughout (to replicate the retained door in the sitting room) all doors
to have Suffolk latches.


Window Frames
Remove all existing window frames and replace with new high
performance side hung casement frames (see elevations for design)
constructed in treated selected softwood with hardwood cills. Slimlite
double glazed unit to achieve a centre pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K.
All frames to be primed and undercoated to recieve final coat on site.
Catches to be (minimum) two point espagnolette type with lockable
handles to all opening lights.  Hinges to be reflex friction stays.


Carefully remove and retain all existing window hinges, cill boards
and window seats and replace using new material to replicate the
original construction where necessary.  All windows to have molded
architraves to match existing.







First Floor
3300


75mm Kingspan Kooltherm K107
Pitched Roof Board partially filling
space between rafters.


52.5mm Kingspan Kooltherm
K118 Insulated Plasterboard
fixed under rafters.


Lean-to top cap


Lean-to bottom cap


New proprietry conservatory,
double glazed to achieve a centre
pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K


Lead Flashing dressed under half
round ridge tile


Existing wall


Pack void with insulation to
maintain thermal continuity


Existing roof


Existing Half Round ridge tile


Proprietry flashing by conservatory
manufacturer


Mortared Bedding


First Floor cottage
2400


Existing Wall


Softwood infil piece all frames to
be completely factory finished in
satin finish, colour TBC


Pack void with insulation to
maintain thermal continuity


Lead Flashing


Sealant


New proprietry conservatory,
double glazed to achieve a centre
pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K


15
0


Softwood frame, all frames to be completely
factory finished in gloss finish white.


New proprietry conservatory, double
glazed to achieve a centre pane U-value
of 1.8W/sqm.K


New cast iron half round gutter on adjustable
brackets, colour to match existing


New proprietry conservatory, double glazed to
achieve a centre pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K


Ground Floor
0


12.5mm plasterboard on Dot and
Dabs. To recieve a 3mm skim coat,
one coat mist and two coats durable
matt emulsion.


50mm Kingspan Kooltherm K108
Cavity Board


50mm clear residual cavity


100mm coursed local stone


150mm high square edged skirting board
throughout


Yorkstone paving to match existing


Mortar


100mm concrete slab


60mm Kingspan Kooltherm K103
Floor Board


separation layer


25mm sand blinding


1200 gauge DPM


Insulated cavity closer


Wall tie with retaining clip


Lean mix concrete cavity fill


Perpend weep hole


Square edge window sill


30mm A142 Mesh top cover


The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Ridge detail, design intentC
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Junction detail, design intentD 1 : 10


Eaves detail, design intentB


 1 : 10
Dwarf wall base detail, design intentA


01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Conservatory updated LGa 28/06/18
04 - Floor build-up updated LGa 28/06/18
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Appendix 4 – Maughan Reynolds Detail
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1.1. Listed Building Consent Proposal

Application for Listed Building and Planning Consent for internal and external repairs and alterations to
Cottage together with reinstatement of conservatory and entrance canopy

1.2. Location/Heritage Asset/Listed Building

Keepers Cottage to the rear of Park Hall, Main Road, Aislaby, Whitby YO21 1SW

Grid Reference 86072 8702

The cottage stands wholly within the curtilage of Grade II Listed Park Hall

1.3. Application

Dr and Mrs Stevenson

1.4. Local Planning Authority

North York Moors National Park Authority

1.  Introduction
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This report arises out of specific instructions given by Dr and Mrs Stevenson to apply for both planning and
listed building consent for internal and external alterations together with reinstatement of a conservatory at
Keepers Cottage to the rear of Park Hall, Main Road, Aislaby.  There is no specific listing for the property
itself identified as Keepers Cottage however this is to the rear of a Grade II Listed Building being Park Hall.

2.  Preface
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The principle aim of the proposals are to improve Keepers Cottage to provide a comfortable home.  The
property has not been occupied for some years due to issues affecting the floors, the stairs and the inside
faces of the external walls.

The aim of the works is to reintroduce various features where they existed previously including, a
conservatory in place of the previous greenhouse and a useable wash house incorporating WC facility, and
within the dwelling to enhance the features where some of the original character and quality of the building
has been diminished.

Keepers Cottage was originally used as a gardener’s cottage and store for many years.  During its period
of use, various sections fell into disrepair including a former greenhouse which is to be reconstructed in a
similar manner but utilised as a conservatory.  The aim is to provide a cottage with a good standard of
accommodation but still to retain the vernacular architectural quality of the original dwelling

3.  Proposed Development
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The premises are in the grounds of a Grade II Listed Building detailed as follows:-

NZ8608 Aislaby Main Road (south side) 17/22 No 11 (Park Hall) 6.10.69 (Formerly Listed as Park Hall) –
II House, early C19 with extensions and alterations.  Stone with slate roof, coped gable ends and stone
chimneys and antefixae.  Two Storeys, 2 windows in main block with long domestic wing to east.  Sash
windows with glazing bars.  Garden front has 2 first floor windows in eared architraves; and 2 late C19
square bays below.  Entrance on west front in one storey extension to south of full height canted stone bay
with hipped roof and stone bracketed eaves.  Windows also have eared architraves and bracketed sills.

This application relates to a cottage which sits within the grounds of the above mentioned listed building.
Works are also proposed to repair a number of the adjacent traditional coursed sandstone boundary
features due to structural damage from trees.  A separate notice has been made in respect of the trees in
close proximity.

Park Hall and all of its curtilage including Keepers Cottage was acquired by the applicant 3 years ago.

It is known that Keepers Cottage was last occupied as a separate free standing dwelling in 1962.  Since
the property was last used as a separate dwelling unit is has continued to be used as part of the residential
use of Park Hall as a family home.  It continues to be used for domestic storage purposes eg furniture and
some gardening equipment together with books, packing cases and crockery etc.

Throughout the period of 1962 to the present day the property has been repaired and kept water tight.  The
building has remained secure and locked having the benefit of a new roof that was installed sometime in
around 1985 when the original roof experienced problems.

It is known that the property always had a kitchen and WC.  The bathroom facility was limited to a tin bath
on a hook which was kept in the attached outbuilding at the rear of Keepers Cottage.  It is now understood
that this room, now used as a store, was originally the wash house utilised for bathing purposes.  The WC
is off this room in a separate cubicle section.  Mains water, drainage and electricity were all connected to
the premises at that time and there is also use of the adjacent well.  The garden area to the rear was
maintained as part of the curtilage of this dwelling.  At the present time, the only service connected is
drainage.

Water and electricity were known to have been connected in 2007-2008 and it was felt that there was a
possible third party risk maintaining those connections therefore they were made safe.

The vehicular access to Keepers Cottage has been maintained by the application.  This is a tarmac surfaced
driveway which has been wholly maintained in a good useable order.

The dwelling is not registered for council tax but is included in the curtilage of Park Hall as part of its council
tax banding.

4.  The Listed Building/Heritage Asset
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On the basis of the above point it is considered that no consent for the use of the building for residential
purposes is required.  It was the applicant and his family’s intention that the building would always be
maintained in good order so that it can be used for residential/domestic purposes.  The property has been
maintained as such, the works to the roof being proof of this and since the dwelling was last occupied
permanently it has been used consistently for residential purposes within interruption.
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The drawings provided with the application clearly set out the proposals together with extensive
specification notes both internally and externally.

During a part application for the property there was significant design input from the North York Moors
National Park.  This included involvement from both planning officers and members of the Conservation
team.  The details discussed and agreed at that time have been retained on the plans.

It is proposed that the external fenestration detailing will remain as existing but incorporate traditional good
quality materials with slimlite double glazed units provided.  There are numerous improvements including
the reinstatement of a chimney to the east gable, as this has been previously removed at some point in the
past.  There are a number of vulnerable points to the building such as on the east gable where it is proposed
to introduce some strengthening to the structure to ensure its continued stability.  There are no major points
in terms of the integrity of the building but incorporating some strengthening at this stage will be of benefit
to the listed asset going forward.

The details of the works proposed both internally and externally also include the provision of new lintels
concealed behind the existing stone details, again to preserve the appearance of the building but to
introduce some additional strength.

The overall current condition of the property is fair for a structure that has been utilised as part of the
residential occupation of Park Hall as a whole.  The proposals will enable the building to be utilised for
comfortable living accommodation ensuring that other statutory requirements such as building regulations
are also satisfied with improved insulation levels and modern safe services.

Detailed on the proposals is the reconstruction of the boundary wall that lies to the north west corner. Of
the property.  The wall is 450mm thick and a free standing masonry structure.  The full construction detailing
in terms of its foundations are unknown but this type of wall is usually set on slightly wider stones at a
modest depth just below external ground levels.  The wall meets the gable of Keepers Cottage with a simple
butt joint then stretches towards the principle highway in a northerly direction.  Attached herewith is a copy
of the original structural engineers report in respect of the garden wall that was undertaken by Richard Agar
Associated Limited in 2008 (appendix 1).  As a Chartered Building Surveyor I have reassessed the condition
of the wall and this is found to be very similar at the present time to Mr Richard Agar’s findings with only
slight further deterioration and additional growth of the trees due to the 7 years that have elapsed since.

The conclusions from the initial structural engineer’s report is that a 7m length of the wall adjacent Keepers
Cottage is to be carefully dismantled following removal of the adjacent substantial Sycamore trees and root
systems.  The wall was then to be reconstructed on new concrete strip footing at around 900mm in depth
with 50mm polystyrene roof protection placed on both sides.

Further to the above, we have commissioned a further report and specification from Maughan Reynolds for
the work that is necessary to repair and reinstate the wall, leaving it structurally stable.

5. Development Management and Appraisal
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The proposed detail differs slightly from the initial report, albeit that the conclusion and detailing are broadly
similar and will require a new foundation with heave protection.  The relevant information is included within
Appendix 2.

The works to the wall are indicated on the attached sketches, however the removal of the trees has been
dealt with under a separate notice.  Prior to any works being undertaken to the boundary wall, photographs
of both sides of the wall to be dismantled with the stones numbered will be produced.  The wall will then be
re-erected in the same order and any replacement stones annotated.  Following advice from the North York
Moors National Park the stones will be numbered as shown on the photographs/drawings and carefully laid
out in order to ensure re-erection creates the same aesthetic as the wall taken down.  It is also appreciated
that any replacement stones must match the existing in all respects including hand tooled dressings and
their proportions.  It is proposed that the mortar mix used for reconstructing the wall shall be a full lime
mortar mix of 1.21/2 lime, sand (sand mix 50% sieved sharp sand and 50% builders sand) with a slightly
recessed bagged finish.

Throughout the construction period it is proposed to use traditional methods of construction and repair
wherever possible in order to retain the inherent vernacular character of this small dwelling.  Undoubtedly
there will be further interaction with the Conservation officers at the North York Moors National Park to
ensure that repairs are carried out to the best of standards in line with modern day conservation practices.
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Planning (Listed Buildings in Conservation Areas Act 1990)

The subject application falls to be determined under the Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas
(Act 1990).  Under this Act decisions on applications for Listed Building Consent are dealt with at Part 1,
Chapter 2 of the Act and more specifically at Section 16 which states;

“16 Decision on application -

Item 1 Subject to the previous provisions of this part, the Local Planning Authority or, as the case may be,
the Secretary of State may grant or refuse an application for Listed Building Consent and, if they grant
consent, may grant it subject to conditions.

Item 2 – In considering whether to grant Listed Building Consent for any works the Local Planning Authority
or the Secretary of State should have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its
setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.

Item 3 Any Listed Building Consent shall (except in so far as it otherwise provides) endure for the benefit
of the building and of all the persons for the time being interested in it”

Subsection (2) is the key to this act in terms of this application as it sets out what the decision maker should
consider when determining whether or not to grant Listed Building Consent.  This states the following:-

“the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic
interests which is possesses.”

This application relates to items of improvement, repair together and re-establishing previous features.  The
proposals put forward will help in preserving the building and the adjacent boundary structures for the long
term.  This is not only to the benefit of the listed asset itself but also the wider conservation area and the
village of Aislaby.

National Planning Policy Framework

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) promotes the conservation and enhancement of Heritage
Assets and the historic environment for the enjoyment of the wider public and the contribution they bring to
the wider environment.  It is recognised that Heritage Assets are an irreplaceable resource and they should
be conserved in a manor appropriate to their significance.  Under paragraph 134 there is reference to
instances where the development would lead to “less than substantial harm” to the assets and states “where
a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated Heritage
Asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal, including securing its optimal
viable use”.

6. Planning Policy Items
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The proposal will create modern comfortable living accommodation bringing a building back into full use
and also safeguarding its long term stability and condition.  The proposals set out are concluded to be far
less than substantial harm and going forward will be of benefit to both the cottage itself and also the Listed
Asset of Park Hall and any future occupants.  Rather than just been “less than substantial harm” they are
actually of “substantial benefit.”  The optimal viable use of the subject dwelling is for it to continue to be
residential.

The Development Plan

The Development Plan for the North York Moors National Park is established through the core Strategy
and Development Plan Document which was adopted on the 13th November 2008.  Within the Development
Plan there are 2 principle policies that bear relevance to the subject Listed Building Consent Application.
These are Core Policy G and Development Policy 5.

Core Policy G – Landscape, design and Historic Assets states:-

“the landscape, Historic Assets and cultural heritage of the North York Moors will be conserved and
enhanced.  Particular protection will be given to those elements which contribute to the character and the
setting of Listed Buildings.”

Development policy 5 refers specifically to listed building and states “proposals for the alteration, extension
or change of use of a Listed Building or the construction of any structure within its curtilage will only be
permitted where they will not have an unacceptable impact on the special historic or architectural interest
of the building.  Any development which would have an unacceptable impact on setting of a Listed Building
will not be permitted.”

Paragraph 7.17 states “whilst often the best use of a Listed Building will be that for which it was originally
built, the Authority recognises that ensuring its continued upkeep and active use will at times require it to
accommodate change.”  No change in use is proposed however the alterations will help ensure the cottage
is actively used and kept in good condition for many years to come.
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The proposals set out in this application will safe guard the cottage and boundary features, whilst also
providing comfortable living accommodation.  The plans and proposed specification in no way prejudice
the setting of the Grade II Listed Park Hall which is a high quality listed building.  They seek to enhance the
existing cottage and compliment Park Hall itself.

Where changes and modifications have been proposed, they are of the type that is in keeping with the
historic and architectural character, setting and appearance of the building.  Items such as conservatory
are reinstatements of past features as opposed to new additions.

The scheme is not only to the benefit of Park Hall but also the village of Aislaby.  Seeing the cottage brought
back into good repair and being used for its optimal viable use, will enhance the feature within the
conservation area.  The proposals are certainly far less than substantial harm to a listed asset and are in
reality, of significant benefit to a listed asset and the wider landscape.

Overall the works proposed satisfy all local area planning policies together with the National Planning Policy
Framework which seeks to enhance heritage assets for the enjoyment of the wider public and the
contribution they bring to the environment.

7. Conclusion
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Appendix 1 – Structural Appraisal
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Appendix 2 – Wall Details
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Appendix 3 – Sanderson Weatherall Drawings
Engineers Report
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match existing on 25mm
sand blinding on separation
layer

Reform existing
landscape

Form new opening in wall
2110mm above FFL,
provide lintels/steelwork
to fully support existing
wall above.

Existing fireplace and
grate to be retained
and repaired

TB
C

New Kitchen
Units

4700

300

Demolish and
reuse existing
timber panelling

Plastered finish to
internal walls of the
WC

The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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 1 : 50
Keepers Cottage, ground floor, as proposed

Internal Works to Walls
Remove all existing render and lime wash finishes from the walls. Take
down all areas of loose or damaged masonry reconstructed in brick or
stone as appropriate and fully bond back into the wall.  Fracture
cracks between gable walls, elevations and internal cross walls are to
be fully bonded together.  Existing joists and purlins are to be re-
packed to ensure adequate support.

All inner surfaces of walls of the main property to be finished in lime
plaster in accordance with traditional mixes and current
recommendations.  Lime to be built up in a sequence of reducing
strengths. Exposed walls in conservatory to be retained, repointed and
cleaned.

New internal doors
New ledged and braced internal doors are to be provided throughout
(to replicate the retained door in the sitting room) all doors to have
Suffolk latches.

Electrical Works
Remove all existing wiring and fittings from the property.
A new separate electricity supply is to be provided and the property
rewired in accordance with current BS7671 requirements and
recommendations (see electrical layout for details and specifications).

Mechanical Works
Remove all existing pipework and installations from the property.  A
new separate mains water supply is to be provided.  Heating and hot
water supply is to be provided.  Heating and hot water supply is to be
provided by an oil fired balanced flue boiler.  A new oil storage tank is
to be located to the rear of the building capable of being filled from the
highway (see mechanical layout dwg for details and specifications).

01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Door NE Elevation Removed LGa 25/05/18
04 - Living/Kitchen updated LGa 14/06/18
05 - Conservatory updated LGa 28/06/18
06 - Floor build-up updated LGa 28/06/18



23 m²
Bedroom

13 m²
Bedroom 2

6 m²
Bathroom

5 m²
Hall

A

500-06

A

500-06

B

500-07

B

500-07

C

500-07

C

500-07

Existing fireplace and grate
to be retained and restored.

Existing exposed floor joists are generally to be retained.  All
joists are to be inspected and rotten sections/end are to be
renewed with matching spliced timbers.  All joists are to be made
secure into external walls with MS galvanised straps and to have
a minimum of 100mm of good bearing 2no joists parallel to
gables to be nagged and strapped to masonry at 900mm.  c/c.  All
straps to be built into walls as directed by CA.  Original floor
boarding is to be retained where ever possible and any rotten
sections replaced with matching new boards.  Living room ceiling
strip all lime wash/point from joists and underside of floorboards.

Remove all existing wiring and fittings from
the property. A new separate electricity
supply is to be provided and the property
rewired in accordance with current BS7671
requirements and recommendations (see
electrical layout for details and
specifications).

12
2

99
5

12
2

18
50

10
0

122
1600 550

910

910 100

New velux CK04
conservation roof
window, 550mm x
980mm with single
glazing bar

New British Gypsum GypWall classic
consisting of 2 layers of 12.5mm gyproc
wallboard either side of gypframe 70 S 50
C Studs with 25mm Isover Acoustic
partition roll in the void. Wall to be finished
with 3mm skim finish and to receive 1
coat mist and 2 coats scrubbable matt
emulsion

Windows and door to be in high
performance Slimlite Double Glazed Unit,
softwood frames with hardwood cills.  All
frames to be completely factory finished in
gloss finish white.

The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Keepers Cottage, first floor, as proposed

01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03- Bathroom Updated LGa 14/06/18
04- Conservatory Updated LGa 28/06/18

Internal Works to Walls
Remove all existing render and lime wash finishes from the walls. Take
down all areas of loose or damaged masonry reconstructed in brick or
stone as appropriate and fully bond back into the wall.  Fracture
cracks between gable walls, elevations and internal cross walls are to
be fully bonded together.  Existing joists and purlins are to be re-
packed to ensure adequate support.

All inner surfaces of walls of the main property to be finished in lime
plaster in accordance with traditional mixes and current
recommendations.  Lime to be built up in a sequence of reducing
strengths. Exposed walls in conservatory to be retained, repointed and
cleaned.

New internal doors
New ledged and braced internal doors are to be provided throughout
(to replicate the retained door in the sitting room) all doors to have
Suffolk latches.

Electrical Works
Remove all existing wiring and fittings from the property.
A new separate electricity supply is to be provided and the property
rewired in accordance with current BS7671 requirements and
recommendations (see electrical layout for details and specifications).

Mechanical Works
Remove all existing pipework and installations from the property.  A
new separate mains water supply is to be provided.  Heating and hot
water supply is to be provided.  Heating and hot water supply is to be
provided by an oil fired balanced flue boiler.  A new oil storage tank is
to be located to the rear of the building capable of being filled from the
highway (see mechanical layout dwg for details and specifications).



A

500-06

A

500-06

B

500-07

B

500-07

C

500-07

C

500-07

New velux CK04 conservation
roof window, 550mm x 980mm
with single glazing bar

Clear all debris from roofs
and replace any cracked or
broken tiles.

Strip off existing rainwater goods and
replace with cast iron rainwater goods
fixed with gutter spikes, finished in
black.

Remove upper gable coping stones to east gable
and rebuild chimney to match that at the west
gable connecting the 2 flues.  Line flue from
ground floor dining room range fire place and
prepare for class 1 appliance.

Repoint existing chimney on west
gable and re-bed pots.  Reline flue to
ground floor.

Fix new lead flashing to
both chimneys

New proprietry conservatory, double
glazed

2930

64
0

New vent to first floor
bathroom

The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Keepers cottage, roof plan, as proposed

01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Conservatory updated LGa 28/06/18



Ground Floor
0

Existing Roof Plan
6100

First Floor cottage
2400

Remove existing rotten roof structure
completely and salvage all re-usable clay
pan tiles.  Construct new roof of cut
softwood.  Rafter with centre purlin,
breathable felt counter battens, battens
and replace original tiles plus additional
(off site) salvaged material.

Remove brickwork sealing window and
provide new window.

Provide new frame a ledged and framed
door with toughened glass double glazed
viewing panel to achieve a centre pane U-
value of 1.8W/sqm.K

Reduce existing external ground levels
adjacent to the building to be a minimum of
150mm below finished floor levels.

New bathroom roof light.  Roof light co
consideration type ref CR-1.

Clear all debris from roofs and replace any
cracked or broken tiles.

Strip off existing rainwater goods and
replace with cast iron rainwater goods
fixed with gutter spikes, finished in black.

New Flue outlet from combi-boiler

New vent to first floor bathroom

Ground Floor
0

First Floor
3300

Existing Roof Plan
6100

First Floor cottage
2400 Provide new supporting galvanised MS angle lintel

behind existing fractured stone lintel

Remove upper gable coping stones to east gable and
rebuild chimney to match that at the west gable
connecting the 2 flues.  Line flue from ground floor
dining room range fire place and prepare for class 1
appliance.

Repoint existing chimney on west gable and
re-bed pots.  Reline flue to ground floor.

Fix new lead flashing to both chimneys

Windows and door to be in high performance
Double Glazed Units, softwood frames with
hardwood cills. Fenestration to match existing

Plinth wall with shaped stone cill to be of cavity
construction with two leaves of 100mm coursed local
stone to match existing dwelling.

Remove existing timber lintel and replace in stone to
outside face (to match adjacent GF windows) repair
lime render to reveals

Glazed door framed and constructed of toughened
glass double glazed unit.

Remove existing door and frame, set in new frame
and provide a traditional boarded front door to
match existing

The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Keepers cottage, north-west elevation, as proposed

 1 : 100
Keepers cottage, south-east elevation, as proposed

01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Conservatory updated LGa 28/06/18

External to main outside walls
Rake out all mortar joints, wash with water and refill and repoint with
recessed, bagged joints. Works of pointing, filling and bedding to be
undertaken in a lime mortar mix of 1; 2 1/2 (lime; sand( sand mix of
50% sieved sharp sand and 50% builder's sand) with a slightly
recessed bagged finish.

Window Frames
Remove all existing window frames and replace with new high
performance side hung casement frames (see elevations for design)
constructed in treated selected softwood with hardwood cills. Slimlite
double glazed unit to achieve a centre pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K.
All frames to be primed and undercoated to recieve final coat on site.
Catches to be (minimum) two point espagnolette type with lockable
handles to all opening lights.  Hinges to be reflex friction stays.



Ground Floor
0

First Floor
3300

Existing Roof Plan
6100

First Floor cottage
2400

Remove climbing plant, strip off old
greenhouse roof and flashings and replace
and repoint to match existing. Provide new
stone lintel over window to match existing
and rebuild loose stone work around
window.

Carry out remedial work to North east
again to provide bond between east
and north walls, re-bed existing stones
and use new stone where necessary.
Walls to be tied together using stainless
steel rods bedded into the mortar joints
where appropriate.

Windows and door to be in high
performance Double Glazed Units,
softwood frames with hardwood cills.
Fenestration to match existing

Plinth wall with shaped stone cill to be of
cavity construction with two leaves of
100mm coursed local stone to match
existing dwelling.  Glazed roof to be
constructed with proprietary lead covered
bars

Block up existing doorway with wall consisting
of 100mm coursed local stone external leaf
with 100mm lightweight blockwork inner leaf.
100mm cavity with 50mm Kingspan Kooltherm
K108 Cavity Board and 50mm clear residual
cavity. Internal face to be finished with
12.5mm plasterboard on Dot and Dabs. To
recieve a 3mm skim coat, one coat mist and
two coats durable matt emulsion. Overall wall
construction to achieve a U-value of
0.22w/sqmk

Ground Floor
0

First Floor
3300

Existing Roof Plan
6100

First Floor cottage
2400

Remove existing ivy and kill roots.  Clear
debris from base of wall and provide drain
away from existing channel to discharge
paint near gate to allow water to run
away from structure.

Re-bed existing copings using lime mortar
on full width horizontal damp proof
membrane.  Provide lead soakers and
flashings to extend down into the bowl of
adjacent pantiles.

The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Keepers cottage, north-east elevation, as proposed

 1 : 100
Keepers cottage, south-west elevation, as proposed

01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Door NE Elevation Removed LGa 25/05/18
04 - Convervatory updated LGa 28/06/18

External to main outside walls
Rake out all mortar joints, wash with water and refill and repoint
with recessed, bagged joints. Works of pointing, filling and bedding
to be undertaken in a lime mortar mix of 1; 2 1/2 (lime; sand( sand
mix of 50% sieved sharp sand and 50% builder's sand) with a
slightly recessed bagged finish.

Window Frames
Remove all existing window frames and replace with new high
performance side hung casement frames (see elevations for
design) constructed in treated selected softwood with hardwood
cills. Slimlite double glazed unit to achieve a centre pane U-value of
1.8W/sqm.K. All frames to be primed and undercoated to recieve
final coat on site. Catches to be (minimum) two point espagnolette
type with lockable handles to all opening lights.  Hinges to be
reflex friction stays.



Ground Floor
0

First Floor
3300

Existing Roof Plan
6100

First Floor cottage
2400

75mm Kingspan Kooltherm K107 Pitched Roof Board partially
filling space between rafters. 52.5mm Kingspan Kooltherm
K118 Insulated Plasterboard fixed under rafters. to recieve a
3mm skim coat, one coat mist and two coats durable matt
emulsion. Overall roof construction to achieve a U-value of
0.18w/sqmk

Yorkstone paving to match existing bedded on mortar on
100mm concrete slab with 30mm A142 mesh top cover,
on separation layer on 60mm Kingspan Kooltherm K103
Floor Board on 1200 gauge DPM on 25mm sand blinding.
Overall floor construction to achieve a U-value of
0.22w/sqmk

Provide new 175x50mm ceiling tile collar joists plated and
belted to all existing rafters.  All existing purlins to be
doubled up with 200x50mm timbers bolted to the originals.
Existing wall plates are to be strapped to walls at 1200mm.
c/c.    All roof timbers are to be treated against fungal and
insect attack before enclosure.  All new structural timbers
are to be SG3 grade or similar and treated against fungal
or insect attack before installation.

New British Gypsum GypWall classic consisting of 2 layers
of 12.5mm gyproc wallboard either side of gypframe 70 S
50 C Studs with 25mm Isover Acoustic partition roll in the
void. Wall to be finished with 3mm skim finish and to
recieve 1 coat mist and 2 coats scrubbable matt emulsion

New velux CK04 conservation roof window, 550mm x 980mm
with single glazing bar

New vent to first floor bathroom

Strip off existing rainwater goods and replace with cast iron
rainwater goods fixed with gutter spikes, finished in black.

The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Keepers Cottage, Section A/a, as proposed

Internal Works to Walls
Remove all existing loose render and lime wash finishes from the
walls. Take down all areas of loose or damaged masonry
reconstructed in brick or stone as appropriate and fully bond back into
the wall.  Fracture cracks between gable walls, elevations and
internal cross walls are to be fully bonded together.  Existing joists
and purlins are to be re-packed to ensure adequate support.

All inner surfaces of walls to be finished in lime plaster in accordance
with traditional mixes and current recommendations.  Lime to be built
up in a sequence of reducing strengths.

New internal doors
New framed, ledged and braced internal doors are to be provided
throughout (to replicate the retained door in the sitting room) all doors
to have Suffolk latches.

Window Frames
Remove all existing window frames and replace with new high
performance side hung casement frames (see elevations for design)
constructed in treated selected softwood with hardwood cills. Slimlite
double glazed unit to achieve a centre pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K.
All frames to be primed and undercoated to recieve final coat on site.
Catches to be (minimum) two point espagnolette type with lockable
handles to all opening lights.  Hinges to be reflex friction stays.

Carefully remove and retain all existing window hinges, cill boards
and window seats and replace using new material to replicate the
original construction where necessary.  All windows to have molded
architraves to match existing.

01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Existing roof structure updated LGa 18/06/18
04 - Floor build-up updated LGa 28/06/18



Ground Floor
0

First Floor
3300

First Floor cottage
2400

C

500-07

C

500-07

C
500-08

A
500-08

B
500-08

Plinth wall consisting of 100mm coursed local stone external
leaf with 100mm lightweight blockwork inner leaf. 100mm
cavity with 50mm Kingspan Kooltherm K108 Cavity Board
and 50mm clear residual cavity. Internal face to be finished
with  12.5mm plasterboard on Dot and Dabs. To recieve a
3mm skim coat, one coat mist and two coats durable matt
emulsion. Overall wall construction to achieve a U-value of
0.22w/sqmk

Yorkstone paving to match existing bedded on mortar on
100mm concrete slab with 30mm A142 mesh top cover, on
separation layer on 60mm Kingspan Kooltherm K103 Floor
Board on 1200 gauge DPM on 25mm sand blinding. Overall
floor construction to achieve a U-value of 0.22w/sqmk

75mm Kingspan Kooltherm K107 Pitched Roof Board
partially filling space between rafters. 52.5mm Kingspan
Kooltherm K118 Insulated Plasterboard fixed under
rafters. to recieve a 3mm skim coat, one coat mist and
two coats durable matt emulsion. Overall roof construction
to achieve a U-value of 0.18w/sqmk

New proprietry conservatory, double glazed.

Provide new 175x50mm ceiling tile collar joists
plated and belted to all existing rafters.  All existing
purlins to be doubled up with 200x50mm timbers
bolted to the originals.  Existing wall plates are to be
strapped to walls at 1200mm.  c/c.    All roof timbers
are to be treated against fungal and insect attack
before enclosure.  All new structural timbers are to
be SG3 grade or similar and treated against fungal
or insect attack before installation.

Strip off existing rainwater goods and replace with cast
iron rainwater goods fixed with gutter spikes, finished in
black.

Ground Floor
0

First Floor
3300

First Floor cottage
2400

B

500-07

B

500-07

D
500-08

Plinth wall consisting of 100mm coursed local stone external
leaf with 100mm lightweight blockwork inner leaf. 100mm
cavity with 50mm Kingspan Kooltherm K108 Cavity Board
and 50mm clear residual cavity. Internal face to be finished
with  12.5mm plasterboard on Dot and Dabs. To recieve a
3mm skim coat, one coat mist and two coats durable matt
emulsion. Overall wall construction to achieve a U-value of
0.22w/sqmk

Yorkstone paving to match existing bedded on mortar on
100mm concrete slab with 30mm A142 mesh top cover, on
separation layer on 60mm Kingspan Kooltherm K103 Floor
Board on 1200 gauge DPM on 25mm sand blinding. Overall
floor construction to achieve a U-value of 0.22w/sqmk

New proprietry conservatory, double glazed.

Form new opening in wall 2110mm above FFL, provide
lintels/steelwork to fully support existing wall above.

The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.
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Keepers Cottage, Section B/b, as proposed

 1 : 50
Keepers Cottage, Section C/c, as proposed

01 - First Issue LGa 23/03/18
02 - Notes updated LGa 25/05/18
03 - Conservatory updated LGa 28/06/18
04 - Floor build-up updated LGa 28/06/18

Internal Works to Walls
Remove all existing loose render and lime wash finishes from the
walls. Take down all areas of loose or damaged masonry
reconstructed in brick or stone as appropriate and fully bond back into
the wall.  Fracture cracks between gable walls, elevations and
internal cross walls are to be fully bonded together.  Existing joists
and purlins are to be re-packed to ensure adequate support.

All inner surfaces of walls to be finished in lime plaster in accordance
with traditional mixes and current recommendations.  Lime to be built
up in a sequence of reducing strengths.

New internal doors
New framed, ledged and braced internal doors are to be provided
throughout (to replicate the retained door in the sitting room) all doors
to have Suffolk latches.

Window Frames
Remove all existing window frames and replace with new high
performance side hung casement frames (see elevations for design)
constructed in treated selected softwood with hardwood cills. Slimlite
double glazed unit to achieve a centre pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K.
All frames to be primed and undercoated to recieve final coat on site.
Catches to be (minimum) two point espagnolette type with lockable
handles to all opening lights.  Hinges to be reflex friction stays.

Carefully remove and retain all existing window hinges, cill boards
and window seats and replace using new material to replicate the
original construction where necessary.  All windows to have molded
architraves to match existing.



First Floor
3300

75mm Kingspan Kooltherm K107
Pitched Roof Board partially filling
space between rafters.

52.5mm Kingspan Kooltherm
K118 Insulated Plasterboard
fixed under rafters.

Lean-to top cap

Lean-to bottom cap

New proprietry conservatory,
double glazed to achieve a centre
pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K

Lead Flashing dressed under half
round ridge tile

Existing wall

Pack void with insulation to
maintain thermal continuity

Existing roof

Existing Half Round ridge tile

Proprietry flashing by conservatory
manufacturer

Mortared Bedding

First Floor cottage
2400

Existing Wall

Softwood infil piece all frames to
be completely factory finished in
satin finish, colour TBC

Pack void with insulation to
maintain thermal continuity

Lead Flashing

Sealant

New proprietry conservatory,
double glazed to achieve a centre
pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K
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0

Softwood frame, all frames to be completely
factory finished in gloss finish white.

New proprietry conservatory, double
glazed to achieve a centre pane U-value
of 1.8W/sqm.K

New cast iron half round gutter on adjustable
brackets, colour to match existing

New proprietry conservatory, double glazed to
achieve a centre pane U-value of 1.8W/sqm.K

Ground Floor
0

12.5mm plasterboard on Dot and
Dabs. To recieve a 3mm skim coat,
one coat mist and two coats durable
matt emulsion.

50mm Kingspan Kooltherm K108
Cavity Board

50mm clear residual cavity

100mm coursed local stone

150mm high square edged skirting board
throughout

Yorkstone paving to match existing

Mortar

100mm concrete slab

60mm Kingspan Kooltherm K103
Floor Board

separation layer

25mm sand blinding

1200 gauge DPM

Insulated cavity closer

Wall tie with retaining clip

Lean mix concrete cavity fill

Perpend weep hole

Square edge window sill

30mm A142 Mesh top cover

The use of this data/drawing by the recipient acts as an agreement of
the following statements. If you do not agree with any of the following
information supplied to you please do not use the data/drawing and
report any discrepancies in writing to Sanderson Weatherall before
proceeding. All drawings are based upon site information supplied by
third parties/sub contractors and as such their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. All features are approximate and subject to clarification
by a detailed topographical survey, statutory service enquiries and
confirmation of the legal boundaries. Check all dimensions on site.
Drawings printed on mediums such as paper are not to be relied upon
for scaling purposes as dimensional inaccuracy occur resulting from
changes in environmental conditions. Use figured dimensions in all
cases. All dimensions to be in metric standards unless stated
otherwise.

Property of Sanderson Weatherall, 25 Wellington Street, Leeds. LS1
4WG. All rights of the  copyright holders reserved. Unauthorised
copying, hiring, lending of this data for financial or commercial gain
prohibited
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Appendix 4 – Maughan Reynolds Detail
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